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We examine the audience, antecedents, and consequences of humorous complaining. Humorous complaints are more difficult than

strict complaints for firms to control because humorous complaints are 1) more likely to be directed toward other consumers, 2) more

enjoyable to consumers, and 3) more likely to go viral.
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Humorous Complaining
Christina Kan, University of Colorado, USA

Caleb Warren, Bocconi University, Italy
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“I should have flown with someone else or gone by car… ‘cause United breaks guitars.”
When United Airlines was unresponsive to David Carroll’s complaint, he did what consumers are increasingly doing – he turned to the 

Internet. But rather than taking a strictly negative tone, the little-known musician and owner of a Taylor guitar broken during a United flight 
created a music video parody, “United Breaks Guitars.” His humorous complaint became an Internet sensation, spurring international media 
coverage and an immediate response from United (Deighton and Kornfeld 2010). 

Marketers, consumer researchers, and consumers know the power of complaints.  Negative word-of-mouth, a complaint about a product 
or service directed toward other consumers, can have significant detrimental effects on brand attitudes and sales (Chevalier and Mayzlin 
2006; Mizerski 1982). For example, United’s stock dropped 10% after Carrol’s video went viral (Deighton and Kornfeld 2010).

Although a complaint by its nature is the expression of a negative experience, we highlight that not all complaints are strictly negative. 
A simple internet search illustrates how some complaints have a humorous element (e.g., ATT steals oranges; Comcast technician sleeping 
on my couch). We introduce the concept of humorous complaining and differentiate it from strict complaints by investigating its audience, 
antecedents, and implications.

To derive our predictions, we draw on a theory that proposes that humor occurs when a violation is simultaneously perceived as benign 
(McGraw and Warren 2010). A violation refers to anything that threatens one’s belief about how things should be (Veatch 1998). Violations 
are seen as benign when the perceived threat also seems okay. Play fighting and tickling are prototypical examples of benign violations: both 
are physically threatening but harmless attacks (Gervais and Wilson 2005). In a similar manner, we suspect that unlike serious complaints, 
which only highlight a violation committed by a firm, humorous complaints also involve an element that makes the violation seem benign.

We present two studies that explore how the audience, antecedents, and consequences of humorous complaints differ from serious 
complaints.

1) Audience  Consistent with anecdotal evidence in the marketplace, we investigate whether consumers are more likely to complain 
humorously to other consumers rather than the offending firm or third party agencies. Consumers typically complain to firms and third party 
agencies in order to motivate reparative actions. Because humor softens criticism by suggesting the violation is benign (Keltner et al. 2001; 
McGraw and Warren 2010), humorous complaints may be less likely than serious complaints to prompt action. Thus, consumers should be 
more likely to direct humorous complaints to other consumers rather than firms or third-party agencies. 

We randomly assigned members (N=83) of an online survey panel to imagine themselves in a hypothetical scenario depicting either an 
extreme or a mild customer service violation at a restaurant. In the extreme violation scenario, the patron receives the wrong order, the food 
is completely overcooked, and the waiter, who is very rude, does not rectify the mistake. In the mild violation scenario, the food is mildly 
overcooked, and the waiter eventually brings the correct order. 

We asked participants how likely they would be to complain, both humorously and seriously (order counterbalanced), about their experi-
ence to the following audiences (1=Very Unlikely, 7 = Very Likely): 1) other consumers in person, 2) other consumers via the Internet, 3) the 
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firm, and 4) a third party agency. Although participants were likely to complain seriously directly to the firm (M=3.9), they were significantly 
more likely to complain humorously to other consumers, either in person (M=4.2) or via the Internet (M=3.4), than to a third party agency 
(M=1.8) or the firm (M=1.6). 

2) Antecedents  In accordance with the benign violation theory, we expect that humor will be more prevalent in mildly negative than 
extremely negative experiences. Extremely negative experiences are less likely to be perceived as benign making it more difficult for consum-
ers to complain about them in a humorous manner (McGraw et al. 2011).  

We asked participants who read about the negative restaurant experience how easy or difficult it would be to recount their experiences 
in a humorous manner (1=Very Difficult, 7=Very Easy). Participants who read about a mildly negative experience reported that it would be 
easier to complain in a humorous manner than participants who read about an extremely negative experience (Mmild=4.83, Mextreme=3.91).  

3) Consequences  Because humor is attention getting, enjoyable, and memorable (Alden, Mukherjee and Hoyer 2000; Eisend 2009), we 
suspect that humorous complaints are more likely to go viral than serious complaints. 

We asked 63 undergraduate students to read either a serious or humorous version of a letter complaining about a bank’s poor service. 
This letter was selected based on a search conducted by members of an online panel (N=50) asked to submit an example of the funniest con-
sumer complaint that they could find on the Internet. Two research assistants blind to the study’s hypothesis ranked the written complaints 
based on their humor and selected the letter with the average highest ranking. One of the assistants then rewrote the complaint letter highlight-
ing the same reasons but removing any humorous content. 

Subjects read either the humorous or the serious version of the complaint. As expected, participants found the humorous version of the 
letter significantly more humorous than the serious version (Mhumorous=4.9, Mnon-humorous=2.1). Importantly, participants also enjoyed the humor-
ous version significantly more (Mhumorous=4.9, Mnon-humorous=3.0) and, as a result, were more likely to share this version with other consumers 
(Mhumorous=3.6, Mnon-humorous=2.6; indirect effect (a x b) = .67, 95% CI = .19 to 1.29). 

Our findings suggest that firms should be wary of consumers complaining humorously about their products and services. The spread of 
humorous complaints is more difficult for firms to control than the spread of serious complaints not only because the humorous complaints 
tend to be directed at other consumers, but also because their enjoyable nature makes them more likely to be circulated, thereby increasing 
the number of consumers exposed to negative information about the firm.
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In the Aftermath of an Earthquake: The Interactive Role of 
Self-construal and Victim Group-Status in Charitable Behavior

Rod Duclos, Hong KongThe Hong Kong University of Science & Technology, Hong Kong
Alixandra Barasch, Wharton, University of Pennsylvania, USA

When a natural disaster strikes a community, consumers often face countless appeals to donate time or money to help the victims. Only 
a small percentage of people who view these advertisements, however, will investigate the cause further, and an even smaller percentage will 
end up offering resources to aid the rescue and rebuilding efforts. What factors influence whether individuals will help victims of natural 
disasters and other disadvantaged populations? The present research attempts to answer this question by investigating the interactive effects 
of self-construal and victim origin on prosocial behavior. 

Fundamental to people’s emotional and cognitive responses, self-construal characterizes the extent to which one considers oneself 
separate from vs. connected with others (Markus and Kitayama 1991). Hence, individuals vary on the self-construal continuum from inter-
dependent to independent (Singelis 1994, Stapel and Koomen 2001). Because the interdependent self is more meaningful in the context of 
social relationships or as part of a larger social unit, one might expect interdependent (independent) individuals to be more (less) generous 
when faced with calls for help. Consistent with this view, several studies found positive correlations between interdependence and charitable 
behavior (Moorman and Blakely 2006; Eckstein 2001; Skarmeas and Shabbir 2011). 


